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“Student Senate will cultivate a student body that is engaged, healthy, and empowered.”

I. Call Meeting to Order: 5:37pm
a. Moment of Silence
i. Native Land Recognition

b. Pledge of Allegiance
c. Roll Call - Part I

II. Public Comment – Part I
a. Jose Rodriguez: sat here 11 years ago, wanted to talk about Ranked Choice voting. Have

always believed in uplifting community voices, and now works for the GR public school
board. Believes they need to examine the way they elect politicians. Ranked Choice
voting is a system of voting that elects someone if over 50% of the voters support an
elected official. Comes today to ask that there is a stronger connection to GR now, hopes
everyone considers GR your home or second home. This is something that is important
and gives power to the majority of voters to not just vote for someone and risk your vote
getting wasted. Asks that if anyone is interested you can sign up for updates on their
website, trying to get this passed by ballot measure in November.

III. Guest Speaker:Matt Ruen, University Libraries
a. Library scholarly communications coordinator. Supports faculty, students, and staff at

GV in finding new ways to get information. Here today to talk about Open educational
resources. Textbooks are expensive. Textbook rental is temporary and often still
expensive. They have the technology to do innovative things and get materials in a more
inclusive and effective way. It is known that many people have borrowed the textbook,
not bought the texbook, or dropped the course due to the cost of the textbook. A Florida
study showed that 64% of students in their academic career have decided to not purchase
the required textbook due to the cost. In 2019 the libraries and student senate asked how
lakers would rather spend textbook money and answers were not luxuries, they were
things such as groceries, food, rent, tuition, student loans, and gas. This is the
opportunity cost of high textbook prices.

b. OER is an attempt to tackle a small piece of the affordability and equity problems in
higher education. They are a piece of the problem that is relatively easy to change.
Tuition has been rising for decades in large part because public funding has been falling
for decades, that is a big problem and difficult to solve.

c. Educational resources are anything the professor uses for class, open = free +
permissions. Permissions allow professors to take materials and adapt them to their
classroom needs, or change it to something new and share it.

d. OER are options better than the traditional textbook. Zero-cost materials- do not cost the
student anything but maybe do not come with permissions, and may not be completely
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free- library ebooks and journals. Affordable options are things better than a traditional
textbook, but still cost money just cheaper, such as GVSU save. All three of these are
ways to lower the cost for students. They all are good, they all directly lower the cost of
course materials.

e. Barriers to OER, ZCM, and Affordable Materials:
i. Time: finding OER, adapting a course, developing OER
ii. Availability of OER etc- some classes or programs require materials for accreditation
iii. Motivation- has not met anyone that is not aware of the problem of rising costs of

higher educations, so not really a problem at GV
iv. Awareness- has seen awareness of OER, course material cost skyrocketing, because

of student senate’s constant effort
v. Academia moves slowly

f. OER at GVSU, ways that you can help with OER and affordable material
i. University libraries: OER development grants- celebrate OER, OER curation service

which means he helps a professor find a shortlist of materials that would match their
syllabus, Library publishing tools for OER if professors have materials they want to
publish, tracking OER impact- faculty using OER saved students somewhere upwards
of $700K in 2021-2022

ii. Across GV: OER/ZCM task force that brings together many people from different
divisions to work to explore ways to increase support of OER, OER adoption
incentives for professors using OER in their courses, GVSU save- estimated that it
saved students $500K in 2021-2022, Erika Hamilton is leading an initiate to improve
reporting for course materials and provide more transparent information for cost of
course materials

iii. Student senate advocacy: since 2013 student senate has been one of the loudest voices
on campus advocating for OER, 2014- first student senate resolution on OER,
2018-faculty/student senate task force, 2019- first OER awards, 2021: Association of
American Colleges and universities OER institute. Has been consistently impressed
by the student senate making textbook cost a priority when talking to the rest of the
university. STudent senate has a very strong voice when you use it in unison to call
out problems that you see, in regards to OER they have more of a voice then he does.
You are the reason they are all here, so when you use your voice it is heard.

g. Going forward opportunities:
i. As individuals: talk to your instructors- share how textbook costs affect your learning,

tell them the consequences of when textbooks are expensive. Ask “why this
textbook?” Ask if they considered OER and if not, if they would be interested. If they
are interested you can connect them with him.
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ii. As student senate: resume OER awards, discuss OER in committees, collect data and
student perspectives, coordinate OER outreach, state and national advocacy- several
state legislatures have allocated funding for OER. Keep talking about textbook costs!
If you like any of these ideas, right now is a great opportunity to do some outlining or
initial planning that can be passed on to next year’s body.

IV. Five (5) Minutes to Pass the Papers
a. Hoogwerf: Elect Her tabling is next week, document is in the CAC folder in the drive,

please sign up.
V. President’s Report

a. Adoption of the Agenda
i. Proctor: motion to move the 5 minute recess above new business as line item 8

(1) Schmidt- 2nd
(2) Proctor: thinks they should do this because they have a lot of unfinished business

and a lot of new business so putting the 5 minute recess in the middle will help
with the pace of the meeting

(3) Schmidt: asks for voice vote
(4) Passes unanimously
(5) Senate votes to move the 5 minute recess above new business as line item 8

ii. Schmidt: seeing they have a lot to get through, moves to limit officer reports to 2
minutes excluding president and EVP
(1) Biermacher- 2nd
(2) 17 yays, 1 abstention
(3) Passes
(4) Senate votes to limit officer reports to 2 minutes, excluding the president and EVP

b. Only have 2 more meetings after today. 3/23- Frappier will be chairing. 3/30- last
meeting, all legislation must be passed this meeting. So no more legislation can be
presented this year, but does not mean to stop working on it. Only have 2 more cabinet
meetings, tonight and 3/30, unless there is an emergency.

c. Out of office 3/23-25, do not contact unless something is on fire, have to travel to
Indiana for meetings.

d. Wrapping up all her projects. If you are interested in running for cabinet, specifically eac
or president set up a time to meet.

e. Tomorrow is a busy day- Mallory’s birthday, Everly is in charge of admitted students
day events, she is spearheading president’s council at 10am, EAC and Frappier have
UAS.
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f. Assisting Hoogwerf with Elect Her, working on stipends legislation, and sending a
survey to students to gauge student interest in their stipend increase.

g. Will be having an end of the year party offsite at 8pm 4/13, will send more details. There
will be food and paper plate awards, along with Senator and VP of the year awards.

h. Transitions dinner for cabinet- will be 4/20, will be offsite, will be exiting cabinet,
entering cabinet, EOA, and advisor.

i. Will be in office and contactable until 7pm on 3/22 and be back in office the following
Monday.

VI. Executive Vice President’s Report
a. Approval of the Minutes
i. Stand approved

b. Happy birthday to Senator Johnson and happy early birthday to VP Everly
c. CTF this weekend downtown, followed by a USG meeting, join if you are interested.

For CTF members please read slack and highly recommend using your office hours to
make recommendations. Mandy will be at GA next week to help them work through the
documents.

d. There is GA next week, but no cabinet. Send additions to the agenda to him over slack.
e. Will be unavailable Thursday evening until CTF on Sunday
f. If you have senate questions, reach out to your VP. You can reach out to advisors but be

respectful of their time.
g. UAS tomorrow, EAC is speaking on course materials cost.
h. Unfortunately our EOA is not returning next year, if you know anyone that would be a

good fit for the job send them our way.
i. Would be happy to meet with anyone about running for cabinet next year.

VII. Unfinished Business
a. Elections Commission
i. Schmidt: elections week is 3/27-4/2. Cabinet nominations are 4/6, and the formal

elections meeting is 4/14. Bucon could not be here tonight but her updates are: she
had a meeting with the Lanthorn, reviewed the contract before sending everything
over. Will be reviewing the elections pamphlet next week before it is published. She
put the elections package on the website.

ii. Biermacher: For those who will be seniors next year and are thinking about doing the
elections commission there is a transitions report in the drive and it is never too early
to look at this because they want to make the election process better every year.

b. Nominations and Elections for Vice President of Campus Affairs
c. Constitutional Amendment Regarding Elections
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i. Kidd: Has to sit for 2 weeks and be voted on the third week, and if a change needs to
be made she will contact Mantella to get presidential approval. Senator Proctor will
not be present next week so this is the time to get questions answered before it is
voted on next week.

ii. Proctor: in the current constitution both the president and EVP require a full academic
year on senate which only makes four people eligible which in his opinion does not
serve the needs of a post-COVID body. Asking for friendly amendments or questions.

iii. Biermacher: could you put a time limit on a change and have it revert back after a
certain number of years.
(1) Kidd: yes
(2) Biermacher: requests a straphole for making this amendment but having it revert

back after 2 academic years
(3) Kidd: straphole for adding these changes into the constitution for 2 years and then

revert back: 14 yays, 1 nay, 2 abstentions, 1 present
(4) Kidd: would pass, but they are missing at least 2 voting members
(5) Kidd: asks Biermacher if he would like to propose an amendment

iv. Biermacher: based on that he would like to propose a friendly amendment that this
would only be applicable until the 2025-2026 year
(1) Proctor: both sections?

(a) Biermacher: yes, does not want to make any permanent changes, but does
agree that this does not serve the current needs. But knows this can get lost as
no one knew about it until this year.

(b) Kidd: when you make the motion you can make the motion and pass the
amendment until 2025-2026 or work with senator Proctor to change the
language, and she would ask that you work on wording outside of GA.

v. Frappier: thought that maybe they don’t want it in the language of the constitution but
Schmidt made the point that it could get lost in the minutes and not lost in the
constitution.

vi. Schrader: Maybe it would be better to make the change for one year if they are
worried about permanent changes because they might not need it next year.
Personally thinks it is more comfortable as one year.

vii. Biermacher: great point but makes it look like they are doing it for one or two
particular people

viii. Quist: does not see them magically getting a full body next year
ix. Schtrader: does not see them getting a full body but there will be more than 4 eligible

people
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x. Hallead: If they make a time limit can they still change it next year, even if the time
limit is not up?
(1) Kidd: yes as long as you go through the proper process

xi. Proctor: would personally be in favor of this time limit. Would also prefer the
proposal from Biermacher because they have had a net loss of 2 senators and this
allows future bodies to make the decision for themself.

xii. Kidd: will put a time limit on it because they are in a transition period. Entertains
straphole in favor of only amending EVP requirements- yay, in favor of adding the
time limit for both positions- nay

xiii. Biermacher: thinks the time limit takes care of the concerns for the president
position
(1) In favor of eliminating presidential portion-0, in favor of time limit- 18, in favor

of neither- 0
xiv.Kidd: thinks Proctor knows what he needs to do
xv. Schrader: asks for a straphole on the interest in 1 year or 2 years

(1) Kidd: entertains a straphole, in favor of 1 year limit- 2, in favor of 2 year limit-16
d. FY 23/34 Budget Review
i. Biermacher: changes that were made:

(1) Notable Changes in Other Allocations Committee Budgets
(a) Greek Life Council: +$2,000.00

(i) Budget has consistently been run to $0.00
(ii) They have seen an increase in spending interest and student interest from

the Multicultural Greek Council, an additional $2,000 will help them do
more campus programming (cannot use cultural fund because they are a
Greek organization).

(2) Notable Changes in Other Allocations Budgets
(a) RSO Promotional Services: +$3,000.00

(i) Due to the success of the RSO promotions package we were able to spend
all $4,000.00 by the end of the first semester.

(ii) We see continued growth of the use of this promotional package in future
years.

(3) Notable Changes in Allocations Committee Budgets
(a) Academic Professional: -$4,500

(i) They have only spent $6,291.79 as of February 23rd. Zero pending
requests from this group.
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(ii) 2 year trend of low spending
(b) Performing Arts: -$1,000.00

(i) Have a surplus of $3,500.00 at this point.
(ii) Greater need in other places.
(iii)This will be plenty to cover spring performance

(c) Service & Advocacy: -$8,000
(i) There has been 1 request for $70.00
(ii) Will have 3 requests total by the end of the year.

(d) Honorary and Professional: +$4,000
(i) Spent initial budget in 1st month.
(ii) Large increase in programming among Honorary and Professional

organizations
(e) Special Interest: -$4,000

(i) Currently have $6,900.00 remaining.
(ii) No pending requests from this group.

ii. Schmidt: moves to approve this budget
(1) Everly- 2nd
(2) 16 yays, 1 abstention
(3) Passes
(4) Senate votes to approve this budget

iii. Schmidt: moves to add line item d under new business titled conduct review
(1) Everly- 2nd
(2) Schmidt- there were conduct review charges that, per the governing documents,

have to be brought to the body
(3) Flickinger: can they edit the agenda

(a) Kidd: will readopt agenda
(4) 18 yays
(5) Passes
(6) Senate votes to add line item d under new business titled conduct review

iv. Schmidt: moves to readopt the agenda
(1) Proctor- 2nd
(2) 18 yays
(3) Passes
(4) Senate votes to readopt the agenda
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e. Legislative Review/BOV Bill
i. Schmidt: there haven’t been any changes since last week except for a very minor

grammatical change.
ii. Proctor: motion to approve the BOV Bill

(1) Kidd: if they move to pass this it is an internal decision and will not be charged
(2) Flickinger- 2nd
(3) 18 yays
(4) Passes
(5) Senate votes to approve the BOV Bill

VIII. Five Minute Recess
a. Schmidt: charging quorum, he demands roll-call
i. Schmidt: is quorum met

(1) Kidd: not on that roll call but there is an updated roster
ii. Kidd: requests that Everly retake roll call
iii. Kidd: quorum is now present, they can continue with the meeting

IX. New Business
a. Nominations and Elections for Vice President of Diversity Affairs
i. Kidd: Bethany Roubos is the only nominee. 5 minute candidate statement, 15 minutes

for questions, 10 minutes to discuss the candidate, and then voting.
ii. Roubos: thanks everyone for this opportunity. This has been a challenging and

unusual semester and year, especially seeing how this cabinet position is open so
close to the end of this term. There is still a lot to be done, projects to organize,
legislation to get together, and lots of things to be addressed. She is willing to step up
and get these things accomplished.

iii. Biermacher: how do you think your experience sitting on DAC as a senator will help
you step up to a leadership role?
(1) Roubos: she is now familiar with the committee, the members of the committee,

the processes, and the meetings. Does not think it will be a huge step up to this
role because of her time on the committee as a senator.

iv. Discussion period
(1) DerPilbosian: strongly supports Senator Roubos’s decision to step up and become

VP of DAC. Thinks she has presented herself very well this year on the
committee and thinks she could carry the torch and make sure everyone is heard.

(2) Gjolaj: having Roubos on their committee has been great. She is always looking
for things to do. She thinks she will help them finish the year strong.
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(3) Haas: from a senate perspective as a whole she has done a great job and was there
to answer questions when she was new to the body.

(4) Biermacher: had Roubos on the funding committee in the first semester. She is
attentive, curious, punctual, and well-rounded.

(5) Frappier: appreciates due diligence to meet over spring break and get prepared.
He can do it but it is really hard to wear so many hats so thinks it is great that she
is willing to fill the position.

(6) Flickinger: what projects do they have left?
(a) Gjolaj: they were working on student wages legislation, campus safety bill,

and interfaith rooms bill
(b) Frappier: they have responsibilities such as liaison roles and setting up

relationships for next year. Things they have left need to be wrapped up and
set up for the next body. Need to make sure that staff, faculty, and cultural
organizations are reached out to and thanked.

v. Kidd: congratulates Roubos on being the new DAC VP
b. Legislative Review: Stipends
i. Kidd: asks you to leave comments in the document. Located in the drive, in the

legislation folder, titled senate stipends. This starts with outlining the composition of
student senate, explains how current stipend system works, lays out current stipend
system, lays out current work and hourly rate of pay and contrasts that with minimum
wage, contrasts that with other institutions, compares that with other leadership roles
at GVSU, and offers 2 different options for updated compensation. Everything is
broken down number wise, money would be drawn from the Student Life Budget.
Will be sending out a survey to garner student interest. Will allow for future cabinet
members to give more energy and attention.

ii. Schmidt: thinks this is also as important part in increasing numbers
iii. Quist: this is not personal, wonders if they think this would motivate people to run for

cabinet for monetary reasons?
(1) Schmidt: Yes, but don’t you think you take any job for monetary reasons? A

positive side effect is that you get an increase of interest and participation. Would
not take a job for $3 an hour, which is what he gets paid.

(2) Quist: do you think general senators should be compensated too?
(a) Kidd: I see this as the beginning, the goal is to start increasing pay. Thinks

that increasing compensation will put them on the right track to offer
scholarships or other opportunities for general senators. Thinks it is necessary
to notice the difference in time commitment between cabinet and general
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senators. Works 20-40 hours a week even over breaks, summer, and
weekends.

(b) Quist: this isn’t personal, respects the work she does. Thinks they should
eventually get to a point where they compensate general senators. Does not
think they should get as much as cabinet but thinks they should get something.

(c) Kidd: If this is something he is passionate about, thinks he should meet with
her and Schmidt before they leave and get all of their information and
research.

iv. Schrader: in full support of this, knows how much work the cabinet does. This is
something that could attract more people in. Maybe down the road, paying senators
could attract more people. But this is a good start and will overall be a good addition.

v. Proctor: thanks Kidd and Schmidt, in full support of this. Has worked alongside VP
Bucon and seen how hard she works and stressed she gets for a little amount of wage.
Thinks all VPs have done great work and deserve to get paid more.

vi. Halead: the president of Western is getting paid $7000 a semester, SVSU’s president
is getting paid $4500 a semester and only does 10 hours a week of work.

vii. Kidd: has a litany of responsibilities that no other president at any Michigan
institution has to do

viii. Hallead: was planning on doing one more year of senate because of the work
opportunities she could be getting elsewhere. Thinks this is a way to get people to
stay on senate for longer

ix. Hahs: congratulates both of them on great work, in full support. What have faculty
and staff said?
(1) Kidd: they wanted to know what similar roles are being compensated such as

GAs. Talked with auxiliary services about providing dining dollars or meals.
Really need student feedback, if they are fighting for student wages to be
increased they need to get their wages increased.

x. Frappier: Kidd has been working on this all year and it has never been to increase her
wage always for the next cabinet. Has been in the senate for four years and has seen
too much turnover and this is a huge reason for why. He has had to watch people who
loved senate step down because they needed to support themselves. Thinks this will
allow people to be in leadership positions that wouldn’t have been able to be before.

xi. Kidd: they are still asking for less than the median. This will occur for 2024-2025
because work is already being done on the budget for next year.

xii. Biermacher: obviously in support of this. Does a lot of work and it feels demoralizing
when you do 15 hours a week and try to help people as much as you can and get a
$900 check for the semester. Had to turn down an hourly paying job because he loves
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this work and what he does. But he does not want to see people make that decision
because it was really hard. Will increase competition for cabinet positions. Thinks she
should throw in a parking pass.

xiii. Everly: thinks running for cabinet for the wrong reason is a good concern. But
knows that it would not be worth staying because of the increase in work. Same thing
about doing it for the resume, if you were only doing it for the resume you would not
stay. Not trying to make it sound bad because she loves cabinet but it is a lot of work.

xiv.Bates: has to work 25 hours on campus a week, that is why she is not running for a
cabinet position because she has to pay the bills. This would not put people in this
frustrating position of the decision of staying in college and providing for themselves
or serving the university.

xv. Proctor: has faith that the future student bodies will make the right decision
xvi. Quist: is in support of this legislation, just thinks some time down the line it

would be good to compensate general senators.
xvii. Hahs: do other universities have other incentives?

(1) Kidd: Western gives president dining dollar credit. Other schools offer parking
passes, room and board, full tuition, meal plans, hourly pay, and private offices.

xviii. Kidd: asks how many of you would be unable to or have difficulty taking a
cabinet position due to financial reasons? Other opportunity costs? By spending time
on the senate you are sacrificing other career opportunities? Financial opportunities?
Currently working? Have scholarships? Something to observe and think about.

c. Legislative Review: Interfaith Rooms
i. Quist: asks everyone to go to the document. Goes over the main ask of the bill which

is facing the problem that there is only one interfaith room on campus that can cause
problems due to access, transportation, and weather.

ii. Biermacher: another issue having one with set hours is that there are certain religions
that have to pray as the sun comes up and that sometimes does not fall in those hours,
so adding more rooms will help eliminate this.
(1) Quist: Islam and Orthodox Jews

iii. Haas: asking if it will be study rooms or just in the building because study rooms are
not mentioned in the legislation. Does not want to take study rooms away from
students.
(1) Quist: this is still in progress, they would not be building new spaces, just

converting spaces. Facilities will figure out the details.
iv. Frappier: thinks everyone will agree that the purpose is good, we just might not all

agree on how to get there. Asks everyone to use office hours to leave comments.
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v. Hallead: In full support, is there anyway to find the data on how many students this
would affect?
(1) Kidd: can put him in touch with someone who might have trackable data

vi. Haas: thanks him for taking this over and thinks he has done a great job.
(1) Quist: pleasure is all his

vii. Flickinger: wouldn’t the data on who is what religion be irrelevant, because it would
deter people of the same religion coming here in the future

viii. Hallead: asked about the data for the amount of rooms and not for cutting it off if
there aren’t enough people

ix. Kidd: please leave comments and suggestions
d. Conduct review review
i. Frappier: In the weeks prior to spring break the SRC committee voted to initiate a

conduct review. As a result the conduct review board met, followed the proper
procedure, and determined the individual's sanctions. According to the conduct
review section of the bylaws: If the member under review is a Cabinet member, their
sanctions will be presented to the General Assembly to either be approved or
remanded. So that is what he is doing this evening. Out of the options provided to
them the conduct review voted and selected the recommendation to drop the charges
with no penalty. They will now vote on approving those sanctions.

ii. Schmidt: moves to approve the dropping of the charges with no penalty as approved
by the conduct review board.
(1) Biermacher- 2nd
(2) 16 yays, 2 abstentions
(3) Passes
(4) Senate votes to approve the dropping of the charges with no penalty as approved

by the conduct review board.
X. Public Comment – Part II
XI. Officer Reports

a. Senate Resources – Mallory Everly
i. Wishes VP Johnson a happy birthday
ii. Reminder to complete office hours by 5pm tomorrow. If you are attending UAS,

please feel free to log after 5 as long as you do it by the end of Friday.
iii. Encourages you to come talk to her even if you are just thinking about running for

SRC VP
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iv. SRC is working to pull together a climate survey. If you complete it you will have
one office hour excused.

v. Kidd: asks everyone to wish Mallory a happy birthday
b. Allocations – Benjamin Biermacher
i. Have a pretty busy allocations meeting tomorrow in KC room 2215/2216 at 1:30pm.

Would be a good first meeting to attend if you are thinking about it.
ii. Reach out if you are interested in running for VP of allocations.

c. Public Relations – Emily Bucon
i. Proctor: apologizes for not being here but sent him her report
ii. All professors have been reached out to for classroom visits, if your schedule has

matched for one the times you have been reached out to, please respond to google
calendar invite.

iii. Reach out if you are interested in running for cabinet.
iv. Senate swag orders should come in by next week
v. Thanks Hoogwerf and Kidd for their help with Elect Her

d. Campus Affairs – (Interim) EVP Frappier
i. Kidd: her and Hoogwerf are working on Elect Her, if you have questions reach out.

Everything is on track. Thanks Hoogwerf for all of her hard work. It is a big
undertaking to take on an event like this.

ii. Frappier: if you want to run for CAC VP he has served in that position so he could
talk about it.

iii. Kidd: could put you in touch with former VPs Zdunczyk or Rusch
e. Educational Affairs – Lina Haas
i. EAC will be going to Ms. Pina’s class at Burton elementary to read to her class for

reading month
ii. Her and Hahs will be speaking at ECS tomorrow
iii. They have been having a discussion about new ideas for the committee for next year,

if you have ideas, reach out.
iv. If you have any questions about cabinet or EAC VP, reach out to her.

f. Diversity Affairs – (Interim) EVP Frappier
i. Roubos: DAC will be meeting after adjournment in the promotions office

g. External Relations – Zachary Schmidt
i. Does not have anything to report. Projects are chugging along. Writing 3 bills, and

running elections commission, Schrader is writing a bill, Flickinger is working on GR
and allocations.
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ii. Kidd: Do you have an update on law school that you would like to share?
(1) Schmidt: will be furthering his legal education at University of Tennessee in

Knoxville
(2) Kidd: congratulates him because that is a top 100 law school and it is amazing

that he has done that and done a great job on senate.
iii. Schmidt: happy birthday to VP Everly, they are the dream team

XII. University Committee Reports
XIII. Roll Call - Part II
XIV. Call for Announcements

a. Hahs: OSL needs help tabling next Friday 3/24 11-2 if anyone is available.
b. Hoogwerf: Elect Her is coming up, would love everyone there. Sign up for tabling and

will send the RSVP link.
c. Quist: please edit his legislation
d. Proctor: congrats to Roubos. If you have suggestions for his amendment, reach out, will

keep up with edits until he leaves for the conference. Please fill out senator of the month
form for April.

e. Haas: EAC will meet on Monday at 5:30pm
f. Hallead: her big project is the climate survey, will be sending it out on Monday morning.

Only one office hour is required if you fill it out, will be taken on the honor system.
g. Everly: thanks everyone for the birthday wishes. Not exiting student senate, just her

teenage years. Former VP Munoz is not coming to MI anymore but VP Haas and her are
going out to dinner after UAS, reach out if you want to join.

h. Schrader: has a bill in the chamber too, so edit his while you edit Quist’s.
i. Frappier: send edits in the slack for the agenda for next week, expect him to chair. Fill

out the climate survey and message VP Everly so she can excuse one office hour.
j. Kidd: cabinet will meet at 8pm

XV. Adjournment: 7:41pm


